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So... what is the problem?
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1D: Temperature
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2D: Pendulum

3D: Unicycle Robot

4D: Pendulum on a cart
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Synergistic approach for syntactically co-safe LTL

- Lower layer:
  use sampling-based methods to grow the abstraction
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  use Büchi automaton (from $\varphi$) and environment geometry to guide the expansion

- Use “synergistic” layer to alternate between layers
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A set of initial states?

- Solve problem for some samples of $X_{\text{init}}$
- Can we use local controllers to enlarge/robustify solutions?

Safety specifications? (infinite behavior)

- What are good heuristics to grow the abstraction?
- How to find loops?
- Can we merge close-by samples?
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Are we satisfied?
To answer those questions we combine:
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